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the child's desire to learn by encouraging him in his spon-
taneous attempts to communicate in writing. These home
opportunities have a reality and a value to the child which
even the besr-planned school project frequently lacks. For
example: "Mother is writing to daddy. Jimmie wants to
send a message, too." "Mother is very busy. The laundry
man will be here any minute. Will Mary please copy the
laundry list for her?" Or, "Aunt Susan enjoyed the nut
bread mother served for dinner. She wants the recipe for
it. Will Mary copy it for Aunt Susan?" Daily, such oppor-
tunities for writing arise in the home.
Encouraging the child to write letters to his friends and
relatives gives excellent practice in composition as well as
in writing. Attractive writing paper and a desk and chair
of the right size placed near the window, so that the child
will be able to assume the correct writing position with-
out shadows on his paper, increase interest and ease in
writing.
Manuscript Writing. — Manuscript writing is popular in
the primary grades for a number of reasons. It is like the
printing of capital letters which many children have already
begun to do. Being somewhat like drawing and composed of
relatively simple strokes it is easier for beginners and better
suited to their level of maturity. Its close resemblance to
reading and spelling material suggests a theoretical advantage
which has not yet been experimentally demonstrated. Manu-
script writing appears to improve the spelling of some chil-
dren, to be detrimental to others, and to have a neutral
effect on still others. One experiment5 showed that with
practice one group of children could write it almost as
rapidly as cursive script,
Speed and Form. — Speed, however, should not be em-
phasized to the detriment of legibility and ease of writing,
The speed standards of twenty to forty-five letters a minute
in the first three grades, which are based upon average accom-
5 Edwin H. Reeder, "An Experiment with Manuscript Writing in the
Horace Mann School," Teachers College Record, XXVIII (November, 1926),
255-260.

